“For leadership positions emotional intelligence competencies account for up to 85% of what sets outstanding
managers apart from the average”, Daniel Goleman, Working with Emotional Intelligence, 1998.
Managing our own emotions and those of others is central to our effectiveness and performance. EQindex360©
provides a means of gathering feedback on this difficult to measure area.

EQindex360© was developed in 2004 in a response to a need from clients who were wanting to focus managers’
attention on the importance of managing relationships in the workplace by asking the question “do I have the
capacity for recognising my own feelings and those of others, for motivating myself, for managing emotions well in
myself and in my relationships?”
When to use it

•
•
•
•
•
•

To help organisations encourage, develop and promote the importance of managing relationships
effectively at work.
To ensure that managers understand the importance of self-awareness and awareness of others when
managing people.
To enable managers to focus on the areas ‘that really matter’ not on assumptions.
To help retain top performers.
To motivate managers to work to improve their emotional intelligence.
To encourage people to be more open and discuss their own feelings more freely.

“As I took the brief for a couple of recent coaching assignments, my heart sank as I heard the same old refrain: no
good with people; rub senior people up the wrong way; not going anywhere until he/she gets sorted...how very
objective! However after my initial 1:1 with each individual, it was obvious that good old perception was everything!
Case 1 is a senior manager, very successful, very results-driven. Keen to progress but unsure what exactly was
holding her back. Case 2 is a new recruit analyst seen as very bright with a big future. Indifferent to what people
think about him and will not suffer anyone he feels superior to (his words!)
For my clients, and myself I believe the major plus points were that firstly we had an objective starting point. The
feedback was there and we had plenty to go on. All the goals could be set around closing the exposed gaps. The
tool has a very positive slant and both my coachees were pleasantly surprised that feedback can be positive too”.
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Example of the Questionnaire

Example of report
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